
Contracts traded on an implied yield basis 
The contracts will trade on an implied yield basis – a globally 
unique contract design feature. The contract design provides 
transparency of the implied forward rate without requiring 
complex calculations. Trading on an implied yield basis also 
allows ASX to offer inter-commodity spread functionality where 
customers can trade the bond swap spread or the swap curve in 
a single trade.

Improved efficiencies 
DSFs offer customers improved margin and capital efficiencies 
compared with OTC equivalents (2 day IM vs. 5 day IM). The 
contract’s design will be well suited to the Australian market, 
which trades all interest rate physicals and derivatives on a 
yield basis. 

Customers who include DSFs in their existing portfolio of ASX 
bond and bank bill futures will be offered attractive margin 
offsets, providing capital efficiencies. 

Deliverable Swap Futures
Interest Rate Derivatives

A new way of thinking
ASX’s DSF will closely match the characteristics of interest rate 
swaps and will replicate OTC market conventions and practices 
more closely. 

ASX spot and forward swap curves are used to calculate the 
mark to market value of OTC swap trades cleared via ASX. 
The swap curve, constructed using multiple data points out to 
30 years (including the Reserve Bank of Australia overnight 
cash rate, bank bill futures and swap rates) and is Overnight 
Index Swap discounted, will also be used to calculate the swap 
futures dollar value of a basis point (DV01). 

The new futures contracts will imitate a 3 month forward at 
the money fixed for floating interest rate swap and will allow 
customers to hedge the fixed rate of a 3, 5 or 10 year swap. At 
expiry customers can choose to roll their position to maintain 
the hedge, or take the futures to expiry and received a position 
in an ASX cleared 3, 5 or 10 year interest rate swap.  

The fixed rate of the delivered swap will be derived from 
the futures settlement price on the last trading day, driving 
convergence between the futures price and OTC swap rates on 
the delivery day.

Innovative calculation methodology
A new methodology will facilitate daily calculation of the dollar 
value of the forward 3, 5 and 10 year swaps using the ASX 
Clear (Futures) swap curve. The DV01 will be calculated each 
day to ensure that over the 3 month period, the dollar value of 
a basis point is aligned with the OTC market, minimising basis 
between the OTC swap portfolio and the futures contracts.

The methodology will allow for the futures to be quoted 
and traded in accordance with Australian market swap 
convention, where each trade is matched at ‘par’, and the 
DV01 value of the swap future is aligned with the variable 
tick DV01 value of the OTC swap equivalent. Under this 
methodology the futures mark to market value will be in 
alignment with the OTC swap equivalent.

Launching November 2015

ASX operates the largest interest rate derivatives exchange in Asia and the 4th largest globally. 
Maintaining a reputation for forward thinking and activity in the futures market, ASX is launching 
innovative and globally unique Deliverable Swap Futures contracts (DSF) in November 2015.
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Contract Specifications

3 Year Swap

Contract Unit

Price Quotation

Minimum tick increment

Dollar Value of a Basis 
Point (DV01) 

Contract Valuation

Last Trading Day

Expiry Day 
(Swaps Registration Date)

Settlement Price/Delivery 
Price

Delivered Swap

Start Date of Swap

Maturity Date of Swap

Physical swap roll dates

Initial Margin

NB: The product is not available to US persons and delivery is not available in all jurisdictions.

A$100,000 At-The-Money fixed for floating interest rate swaps

100 – the fixed rate

0.0050bp (Approx. A$14)           0.0050bp (Approx. A$20)    0.0025bp (Approx. A$22)

NPV calculated using ASX swap curve (includes OIS discounting)

15th of expiry month or next business day.  Market closes at 12pm

15th of expiry month or next business day

Mid point bid / offer at 10am rounded up

2 day forward start ASX cleared fixed for floating swap.  Long position received fixed/ pays float

2 Business Days after Registration date

3 Years after Start date           5 Years after Start date                     10 Years after Start date

SPAN

3 months after swap start 
date - (17th – 19th )

Approx. A$28, varying with 
the level of interest rates

6 months after swap start 
date - (17th – 19th )

Approx. A$40, varying with 
the level of interest rates

Approx. A$90, varying with 
the level of interest rates

5 Year Swap 10 Year Swap


